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Always reaching new heights
The romantic garden created by Arabella Lennox-Boyd at her 

family home, Palazzo Parisi, 2,000ft up in the Sabine Hills  
of Umbria, gets better and better, says Charles Quest-Ritson
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ALAZZO PARISI is Arabella 
Lennox-Boyd’s family estate in 
Italy, where it is fascinating to see 
what sort of garden our greatest 

exponent of English-style gardening has 
made in such an un-English climate. She did 
not start to make extensive changes until 
about 20 years ago, when she inherited the 
castle in the Sabine Hills that her father had 
bought during the Second World War. What 
she has done since then is not confined to 
modernising the house and laying out a gar-
den: she has entirely changed the landscape 
setting in which they stand.

Lady Lennox-Boyd knew the house well 
because she had spent much of her childhood 
there. She still remembers that when she and 
her mother used to come here in the early 
years, they had to leave their car in the vil-
lage of Torricella and ride the last few miles 
to Oliveto Sabino on donkeys and mules. It’s 
in a remarkably remote part of this densely 
wooded and inaccessible area, right at the 
top of the village at 2,000ft above sea-level. 

Parisi is Lady Lennox-Boyd’s maiden name 
—her father came from an extremely distin-
guished industrial Sicilian family, whereas 
her mother was the daughter of Armando 
Diaz, Duca della Vittoria, the brilliant gen-
eral who turned the Italian army’s fortunes 
from disaster at Caporetto in 1917 to glory 
at Vittorio Veneto in 1918. It is a war about 
which the English know far too little. 

The house dates back perhaps 1,000 years 
—no one knows for certain—but its position 
suggests that the site has been fortified since 
time began. It has had many different names 
and owners over the years, but, in the 17th cen-
tury, the castle was owned by the Barberini 
family of Pope Urban VIII. It still has that 
slightly austere air of a citadel that has slowly 
been converted to a lordly residence. 

The house came with several thousand 
olive trees and woodland. Lady Lennox-Boyd’s 
father had hoped to farm it and, indeed, her 
mother tried to make it pay by growing 
chickpeas. Beyond its boundaries is the 
thick evergreen native woodland, mainly  

This is your invitation 
to enter and explore 

–a promise of prospects 
impossible to resist 

The hilltop position of the medieval 
castle in Umbria suggests that the site 
has always been fortified. The estate 
includes several thousand olive trees, 
from which a delicious oil is produced
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of holm oak, but with pockets of deciduous 
downy oak Quercus pubescens, English oak 
and the eastern hornbeam Carpinus orien-
talis. The romantic garden its owner has 
created stands in contrast to its setting.

Palazzo Parisi has clay soil that bakes hard 
in summer and an alkaline pH of eight, so 
there could be no question of planting the 
gardenias and camellias that are such a fea-
ture, for example, of gardens in the Italian 
lakes. Instead, Lady Lennox-Boyd decided 
to create a context for the house and garden 
by intensifying the estate’s plantings of olive 
trees, the tree she loves above all others and 
that now defines the landscape she has made. 
She chose two well-known varieties of Tuscan 
origin, ‘Leccino’ and ‘Frantoio’, plus ‘Carbon-
ella’, the best olive from the Le Marche 
region. The oil she makes from the 900 trees 
she cultivates is of excellent quality. She also 
planted slender Italian cypresses to produce 
what is often considered the classic land-
scape of Italy. Within the garden itself, the 
olives and cypresses have the function of 
giving structure to the ornamental plantings.

The house is not approached in the way 
that perhaps it would be in England. There 
is no grand entrance, portico, pediment or 
porte-cochère, simply a wooden door, painted 
Southern-Region green, at the base of a tower. 
It opens to a narrow medieval stone stair-
case spiralling slowly up to the piano nobile. 
This meant that there were no obvious  
architectural features on which to focus the 
design of the garden, although evergreen 
sweet-scented Trachelospermum jasmi-
noides now climbs the exterior wall of the 
castle to a considerable height. 

If, however, you walk to the edge of the tiny 
parking area, a long view opens up, edged by 
cubes of clipped yew. It leads you down a few 
steps, past white oleanders, to a grass path, 
framed by silvery young olive trees and dark, 
slender cypresses. This is your invitation to 
enter and explore the garden—a promise of 
prospects impossible to resist. But as soon 
as you start the journey, even before you reach 
the first step, a diversion takes you to the 
right, where more cypresses, some wreathed 
in climbing roses, reveal a formal garden  
at the head of another long, straight axis. 

The planting in this formal garden is 
restrained—white oleanders in handsome 
lemon pots and clouds of the white Hydran-
gea arborescens ‘Annabelle’—are the perfect 
complement to the olive trees below. First, G
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however, you must pause beneath an elegant 
canopied pavilion, the first of many places 
throughout the garden where you may sit in 
the shade and think or read or contemplate 
the view or converse with friends. It is sur-
rounded by quince trees (Cydonia oblonga), 
and mulberries (Morus nigra). 

At Palazzo Parisi, there is no point from 
which you see the whole garden at once, but, 
as you move around, views and vistas open 
out, embracing not only the garden itself, but 
also the countryside in which it sits. Lady 
Lennox-Boyd fits her gentle plantings in the 
English tradition into the olive orchard and 

into the wild landscape beyond. The gazebo 
leads to a meadow with a carpet of wild 
flowers at every season. In spring, the colour 
comes from anemones, muscari, brown and 
purple broomrapes (orobanches) and swarms 
of orchids. By early summer, these have been 
supplemented by a glorious mix chosen for 
the harsh climate: cosmos and cornflowers 
of different shades, zinnias and moonflowers. 

The long walk below the entrance to the 
house has as its focal point the ancient chapel, 
once the parish church and still consecrated, 
but replaced for regular parish purposes by 
a more modern church near the castle 

The garden is fenced 
against porcupines, 
deer and wild boar  

Facing page: Roses decorate the door to the chapel. Above: The view of the country-
side from the colonnade on the piano nobile, which acts as a shaded outside room
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entrance. This avenue of olive trees and 
cypresses, is lined with a massive planting 
of strongly scented, pale blue Iris pallida 
and bushes of Rosa ‘Felicia’ all along its 
length—there is no better example of the 
virtue of planting for scale, repetition and 
unity. The landscape designer is famous for 
her love of plants—she paints with them, revels 
in them, glories in their loveliness, but there 
is no trace of fussy plantsmanship at Palazzo 
Parisi—only simple elegance and beauty. 
She knows when less means more.

Around the chapel, the planting changes. 
Native Mediterranean plants, such as phlomis, 
cistus, rosemary and forms of lavender, are 
more prominent. Many of the olive trees sup-
port rambling roses. Here, above all, you see 
the English traditions of Gertrude Jekyll and 
Vita Sackville-West—the romantic idiom  
of which Lady Lennox-Boyd is a master, but 
in the un-English climate of central Italy.  

Top: The swimming pool, where Lady Lennox-Boyd’s mother dreamt of making a fortune 
breeding snails. Above: Native Iris pallida var. pallida (not popular with the local porcupines)
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Visit Lazio and Umbria  
with COUNTRY LIFE 
Join COUNTRY LIFE on a tour of the Gar-
dens of Lazio & Umbria from April 25–29, 
2022. The tour price of £3,995 includes 
return flights from London, all garden 
entries, most meals, two nights at the 
Hotel de Russie in Rome and two nights 
at Hotel Sina Brufani in Perugia. The hosts 
are COUNTRY LIFE contributor Charles 
Quest-Ritson and garden expert Kirsty 
Fergusson and the tour is timed to coin-
cide with the magical weeks of early 
Italian summer, when roses bloom and 
nightingales sing day and night. We 
explore some of the most famous rose 
gardens including Ninfa and a private 
garden owned by a former president of 
the World Federation of Rose Societies. 

The tour starts in Rome at the Hotel De 
Russie, a Rocco Forte hotel, with interiors 
created by Olga Polizzi, from where we 
will take up a special invitation to view the 
gardens of Palazzo Parisi, the childhood 
home of garden designer Arabella Lennox-
Boyd. A tranquil retreat amid a vibrant 
city, the glamorous Hotel De Russie  
successfully blends modern design with 
Classical architecture. Known as ‘The green 
heart of Italy’, Umbria is a region of great 
beauty. It is in Perugia that we find the 
Brufani Hotel, where guests have received 
the warmest of welcomes and highest 
levels of hospitality for the past 120 years. 
For more information and to book your 
place, please contact Boxwood Tours,  
1 West Street, Buckingham (01341 
241717; mail@boxwoodtours.co.uk; 
www.boxwoodtours.co.uk)

Below the chapel is a swimming pool, 
beautifully proportioned and designed to 
double as a reflecting pool. It is immersed in 
a lawn for which olive trees provide shade. 
It is hard to imagine a more beautiful instal-
lation. Wildflowers fill the olive plantations 
and Cyclamen hederifolium is everywhere 
in autumn. The garden is fenced against  
porcupines, deer and wild boar, all of which 
can do considerable damage to plants, and 
is skilfully maintained by one full-time and 
one part-time gardener.

There is always a danger that a garden 
designed by a professional will not develop 
or change, but remain static or regress. The 
opposite is true of Lady Lennox-Boyd’s own 
gardens. New ideas and new plants arrive all 
the time. Photographs of Palazzo Parisi taken 
as recently as five years ago show that it has 
increased constantly in beauty. Put simply, 
it gets better and better all the time.

Above: The avenue to the chapel is lined with olive, cypress, Rosa ‘Felicia’ and Iris pallida. 
Below: Steps bordered with cistus, Choisya ternata and, in pots, quinces, Cydonia oblonga
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